The RETHINKe Project offers a Double Degree MSc between DonNACEA and European Universities

GENERAL
Donbas National Academy of Civil Engineering and Architecture – DonNACEA offers to obtain a Double-Degree (DD) together with European universities for the educational programs and levels:
• MSc on Civil Engineering with Instituto Politècnico de Leiria - IPLeiria (Portugal)
• MSc on Architecture with Universidade de Lisboa – ULISBOA (Portugal) – in progress
• MSc on Urban Planning with Universidade de Lisboa – ULISBOA (Portugal) - in progress
• MSc on Environmental Engineering with Universidade da Coruña - UDC (Spain) - in progress

ADVANTAGES
One of the great advantages of a Double Degree is that you will be studying at an excellent university, and obtain a diploma that is automatically recognized in the European Union.
In addition, you will enrich your skills, you will have the opportunity of doubling your network; you will get to know different cultures, and – last, but not least - you will increase your employability.

HOW DO I APPLY?
In order to be accepted as MSc DD RETHINKe, the Master student will need to fulfill the following requirements as pre-requisites:
• Bachelor course of (minimum) 240 ECTS credits
• CV evaluation considering academic and professional assessment
• English/recipient language level no less than B1

ENROLMENT AND EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS
Selection will comply with the following criteria:
• excellent educational and professional results
• preference shall be given to students with Bachelor Degree for analogous programs
• a letter of intent will be required for candidates from other knowledge areas

After being enrolled as MSc DD RETHINKe, each student will need to:
• work at least one/two full semesters at each Partner Institution (PI)
• complete two/one semester - at least 30/60 ECTS credits at each Partner Institution (excluding master/dissertation thesis)
• the MSc student has at least one supervisor from each Partner Institution
• the MSc student needs to fulfill a minimum of 10 ECTS on one of the RETHINKe topics (CO2 mitigation / environmental research / entrepreneurship / energy efficiency) taken from the available (elective) courses or curricular units
• the topic for the thesis will also have to be related to the above mentioned topics.

In order to be considered an MSc each student needs to fulfill a minimum of 30 ECTS on disciplines’ electives taken from the available (elective) courses or curricular units.

COSTS / TUITION FEES
Students enrolled in the MSc DD RETHINKe program have to pay a tuition fee per semester and an additional tuition fee when submitting the master/dissertation thesis is corresponding. Tuition fees depends of each university and calculate annually for each program. In addition, costs for living should be taken into attention. More information – see relevant university’s web site.

FINANCIAL AID
Financial support may be obtained from any European or national grants program with open calls for MSc scholarships. Each University provides annually an open call for MSc scholarships opened to foreign students.